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ABOUT US

We encourage our students to cultivate a
strong sense of management, ethics and
leadership amongst themselves. Here
students find teachers who care for and
respect them as individuals and at the same
time provide them with ample opportunities
to create, learn and become true
professionals.

      As we all know that during the Covid 19
Pandemic all the educational institutions
across the world started teaching online.
During this period, Level3 also adapted the
new teaching method and successfully
completed two years in providing the classes
online. The new change enabled us to extend
our presence in Pan India and to the Middle
East also. Currently, we have offline classes
along with online classes to concentrate on
the career advancement of our students in an
effective way.

In the comfortable campus atmosphere, high-
energy learning prepares students for careers
in major multinational organizations around
the world. Our courses are recognized in more
than 130 countries ensuring placements,
worldwide. Our placement assistance ensures
you are placed in the best companies where
growth is synonymous with strong work ethics.

              Level3 Edutech was conceptualized by
a team of finance professionals with a dream
to provide quality international finance
qualifications at par with global standards.
Located in the historic town of Tripunithura,
Cochin, our campus has the advantage of easy
accessibility. Modern facilities in our state of
the art campus ensure learning is fast and
students are future-ready.
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CERTIFIED INTERNAL AUDITOR

ELIGIBILITY
If you are a graduate, then you are eligible to appear for the Certified Internal Auditor

program. 

DURATION
CIA’s biggest advantage is its duration. When similar programs require you to invest at

least three years to complete three stages you can complete CIA in 1 year.

US

UK

AUSTRALIA
CANADA

INDIA

PROFESSIONAL COURSE
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The CIA designation is the only globally accepted certification for internal auditors and remains the
standard by which individuals demonstrate their competency and professionalism in the internal auditing
field. Moreover, earning the CIA designation is more than just proof of what you know and what you've
achieved - it's the best way for auditing professionals to communicate to the world that they are
prepared to meet today's challenges. Candidates leave the program enriched with educational
experience, information, and business tools that can be applied immediately in any organization or
business environment.

Dr S Gopala Krishna Sharma
Lead Faculty
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16300+ CIA Designations
900+ Testing Centers

Candidates can take the exam parts in the order they wish.
Exams can be conducted at more than 900 Pearson VUE test
centres in over 150 countries worldwide 

150+ Countries

Reporting scale ranges from 250 to 750 points. A score of
600 or higher on this scale is required to pass an IIA exam.

Understanding your Results

What Are The Exam Dates?
Candidates can sit for exams every month subject to the

conditions.
Where to Give Exam?

Exams are administered through the worldwide network
of Pearson VUE Testing Centers and are available in
accordance with local customs. To locate a Testing
Center and to schedule exam appointments, visit
www.pearsonvue.com



POST GRADUATION COURSE
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Supply chain management practices and make them competent to take up various roles in the global Supply chain
management industry.

AIR CARGO

SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT

LOGISTICS

SHIPPING

WAREHOUSING

PROCUREMENT
OPERATIONS

Level3's Logistics in International

business is a campus to a corporate

program designed in partnership with

one of India’s leading logistics

providers. This is a cutting-edge

training program that helps you master

the art of the movement of

merchandise to global destinations.

India is a growing manufacturing hub

where FDI’s are on a steady rise. This

program will enable the students to

learn & understand global Logistics & 

Incredible opportunities No geographic limitations 
to start the career Interesting Career

Increasing opportunities
for women

First steps to enter in 
International Business

DURATION
This is a 1-year full-time program. The candidate will be trained

at our campus along with exposure to industry practices,

documentation, field visits, interactive seminars with industry

experts and a project.

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree in any discipline or equivalent from 

a recognized university.

PG DIPLOMA IN LOGISTICS IN INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS & MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Mohan Menon

Lead Faculty



 Learning Six Sigma methodologies for your work life can positively impact your
career future. The primary goal of the six sigma certification is to validate individuals
who possess the skills to identify errors or defects in a business process and
eliminate them.

CERTIFICATION COURSES

LEAN SIX SIGMA

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Materials Management is a great

career choice if you want to enhance

your knowledge about the dynamics

of the supply chain market.

 Materials management uses inventories and

production requirements for planning and

control to ensure materials are available as

required to meet production schedules. This

material planning includes managing

logistics, stock levels, materials quality, cost

and more.
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G R E E N  B E L T  P R O G R A M

Our customised training program offers a unique

combination of expertise in process improvement,

management and Lean Six Sigma Green Belt

implementation. It helps in understanding business

problems which allows cost reduction, and revenue

increase. 

Reducing waste
Improving time management
Increase customer loyalty
Boost employee motivation
Higher revenues and lower costs

Six sigma benefits; 



Level3 focuses on a campus-to-corporate program which ensures your success. For this, we have the most
experienced faculty panel and overall maintain a well-defined structured training program.

What set us apart from others?

Industrial VisitGroup Discussions

Asset Iris, 3rd Floor, Opp Metro pillar - 1022
SN Junction, Thripunithura - 682 301

Ernakulam, Kerala, India

+91 7034 605 555, +91 9778 423 730

Live Classes

CAMPUS CORPORATE

Felicitation Ceremony

Level3 Events


